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Abstract
We generalize the machinery of exact Borel subalgebras of quasi-hereditary algebras on prop-
erly strati%ed algebras. c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
MSC: 17B10; 16G30; 16G50
1. Introduction
The representation theories of a block of category O [5], and of the degree r poly-
nomial representations of the algebraic groups correspond to representation theories of
quasi-hereditary algebras, as de%ned in [6]. In these cases the so-called standard mod-
ules (Verma, resp. Weyl modules) arise via induction from Borel subalgebras. A natural
question is whether this induction works at the %nite-dimensional algebra level; that is,
can we %nd a subalgebra of the quasi-hereditary algebra such that tensor induction of
one-dimensional representations gives the standard modules. Such considerations led S.
K@onig to study exact Borel subalgebras in quasi-hereditary algebras [19–21].
In recent years, the study of representations of complex Lie algebras has extended
to the study of representations induced from simple (not necessarily %nite-dimensional)
modules over parabolic subalgebras (see, for example [12,16] and references therein)
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and the corresponding parabolic generalizations O(P; ) of O (see, for example [13]
and references therein). In particular, some of these categories are closely related to the
recent Mathieu’s classi%cation of simple dense modules over simple %nite-dimensional
Lie algebras [22]. The connection is especially transparent in the case of parabolic in-
duction from an sl(2;C)-subalgebra, in which all objects of O(P; ) are weight mod-
ules with %nite-dimensional weight spaces. The corresponding example is considered
in Section 7.
Similar to what occurs in category O, there is a block decomposition and the
representation theory of each block corresponds to the representation theory of a
%nite-dimensional algebra. Here the algebras, in general, are no longer quasi-hereditary,
but are often so-called standardly strati>ed algebras in the sense of [7] (this was ob-
tained in [13–15]) or even fully standardly strati>ed or properly strati>ed, as de%ned
in [1,9]. Such algebras have been intensively studied in [1–4,8,9]; see also the biblio-
graphies therein. Being so closely related to the quasi-hereditary algebras, the properly
strati%ed algebras presumably have many of the properties. We explore some of these
in the current paper.
Our goal in this paper is to generalize the results of K@onig on triangular decompo-
sition (or Cartan decomposition) in quasi-hereditary algebras [19–21]. Central to the
study of such decomposition of quasi-hereditary algebras is a semisimple algebra con-
tained in the exact Borel and -subalgebras. In the current case, this must be replaced
by a so-called quasi-local algebra which is a direct sum of local algebras; that is, of
algebras with a unique simple module. After presenting some preliminaries in Section
2, we study in Section 3 quasi-directed algebras (algebras whose simple modules can
be ordered so that Ext(Li; Lj) =0 implies Li¿Lj) which are projective as left and right
modules over their maximal quasi-local algebras. It turns out that this is a convenient
condition for the exact Borel and -subalgebras. The next section establishes that the
notions of exact Borel and -subalgebras are dual to each other. Section 6 proves the
fact that parabolic decomposition, that is, the existence of an exact Borel subalgebra B
and a -subalgebra C such that A  C ⊗S B as C −B bimodule and S is the maximal
quasi-local subalgebra in both B and C, is necessarily properly strati%ed and gives a
partial converse. In Section 7, we give a method for constructing new properly strati-
%ed algebras from old ones. We %nish, in Section 7, with an example from parabolic
induction in complex Lie algebras.
2. Preliminaries
We let A be a %nite-dimensional algebra over k, an algebraically closed %eld. When
we want to make clear over which algebra we are taking a module we will give an in-
dication via subscripts. Let J =AeA be a two-sided ideal in A, generated by a primitive
idempotent e. J is called left properly (resp. properly) stratifying if it is a projective
left (resp. left and right) A-module. If we can order the equivalence classes e1; : : : ; en
of primitive idempotents of A such that for each l the idempotent el generates a left
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properly stratifying (resp. properly stratifying) ideal in the quotient algebra
A=〈en; : : : ; el+1〉, then A is called left properly strati>ed (resp. properly strati>ed) (com-
pare with [13, Section 5]). We will indicate the (left) properly strati%ed structure on
an algebra A by the pair (A;6) with 6 the above order on the idempotents. Left
properly strati%ed algebras are strati%ed algebras in the sense of Cline et al. [7] and
have been studied by many authors, e.g. [7,1–4,8,9]. Properly strati%ed algebras have
been introduced and studied by Dlab in [9]. The paper [9] appeared after the %rst draft
of the present paper was completed and we decided to change the original notation
to avoid multiple names for the same objects (in the %rst draft the algebras above
were called projectively strati%ed). Our de%nition is diKerent from that given in [9],
but it is a direct corollary of the main theorem in [9] that these two de%nitions are
equivalent.
Remark 1. The referee noted the following interesting feature of the de%nition above:
if in the de%nition of properly stratifying ideal we ask J instead to be projective as
(A; A)-bimodule, it will automatically give us that J is a heredity ideal, i.e. a two-sided
idempotent ideal, which is projective as a right A-module and satis%es JNJ =0, where
N is the Jacobson radical of A. His arguments go as follows: If J is projective as
(A; A)-bimodule, then the surjection Ae⊗k eA→ J , de%ned by (ae; ea′) → aea′ is split
as a map of (A; A)-bimodules. Let ’ : J → Ae⊗ eA be a splitting and observe that the
image of eAe ⊂ J under ’ is contained in e(Ae⊗ eA)e= eAe⊗ eAe (since ’ is a map
of (A; A)-bimodules). Thus the multiplication map eAe⊗ eAe→ eAe is split as a map
of bimodules and eAe is separable. In particular it is semi-simple. Now JNJ =AeNeA,
and since eNe is a nilpotent ideal in eAe it follows that JNJ =0 and J is a heredity
ideal.
In particular, this clari%es the connection between the left properly strati%ed algebras
and quasi-hereditary algebras. The change from two-sided modules to bimodules, while
apparently small, is what distinguishes between the two types of algebras.
Two lemmas follow immediately from this de%nition.
Lemma 1. Let (A;6) be a properly strati>ed algebra. Then (Aop;6) is properly
strati>ed (with the same order on the isoclasses of primitive idempotents).
Lemma 2. Let A be an algebra with an order 6 on the isomorphism classes of
primitive idempotents. Then (A;6) is properly strati>ed if and only if both (A;6)
and (Aop;6) are left properly strati>ed.
It is easy to see that the classes of left properly strati%ed algebras and properly
strati%ed algebras are diKerent. As an example of a left properly strati%ed algebra
which is not properly strati%ed, consider the algebra of the quiver  with two vertices
{a; b}, three arrows { : a → b;  : b → a;  : a → a} and relations 2 = 0, =0,
=0, and =0.
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We also note that a left properly strati%ed algebra is a stratifying endomorphism
algebra in the sense of Cline et al. [7] and all quasi-hereditary algebras are properly
strati%ed. Also a left properly strati%ed algebra is quasi-hereditary if and only if it has
%nite global dimension [1,2,4,7].
Remark 2. The referee also noted a confusion in the comparison of the de%nition of
left properly strati%ed algebras and that of standardly strati%ed algebras given in [7],
which seems to persist throughout many of the references, in particular, in [1,4,13–
15]. The confusion consists in the assumption that, in the de%nition given in [7],
one can always use a complete set of representatives of all isoclasses of primitive
idempotents in A. This is not possible in the general case of the de%nition in [7],
because this one uses the notion of quasi-partial order and not that of partial order
on the set of representatives of idempotents. For example, in the sense of [7], any
%nite-dimensional algebra A has a standard strati%cation of length 1 with A= J1 as
the stratifying ideal. On the other hand, left properly strati%ed algebras are standardly
strati%ed.
Let (A;6) be a (left) properly strati%ed algebra. In what follows we will denote
by L() the simple A-module which corresponds to e, and will call  a weight.
We will also denote by P() (resp. I()) the corresponding projective cover (resp.
injective envelope). Following [7], for a simple A-module L corresponding to the
idempotent e we de%ne the standard module () as A=〈en;:::;e+1〉e and costandard
module ∇() as the largest submodule of I() having factors L() with 6 . We note
that each projective has a standard @ag, i.e. a %ltration whose quotients are standard
modules.
Let (B;4) be a %nite-dimensional algebra with 4 a partial order on the set of
equivalence classes of simple modules. (B;4) is called quasi-directed if ExtkB(L; L
′) =0
for some k implies L′ 4 L. By a quasi-local algebra we will mean a direct sum of
local algebras.
For a quasi-directed algebra B call an indecomposable module M local if all its
simple composition factors are isomorphic. Call it projectively local if it is projective
over the maximal quasi-local subalgebra of B (whose existence will be proved in
Section 3). If M is a projectively local module, then the weight of M is the weight of
its unique composition factor.
Let S be a quasi-local subalgebra of an algebra B. We say B is S-diagonalizable
if B is projective as left and right S-module. A quasi-directed algebra diagonalizable
over its maximal quasi-local subalgebra will be called pyramidal.
Denition 1. Let (A;6) be a properly strati%ed algebra and B and C subalgebras of A.
1. We will call B an exact Borel subalgebra of A if
• there is a one-to-one correspondence between the simples of B and the simples
of A;
• (B;¡) is pyramidal with the opposite order induced from the simples of A;
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• the tensor induction functor A⊗B− is exact;
• A⊗B− sends the projectively local B-module V to the standard A-module of the
same weight;
• [A⊗B LB(i) :LA(i)]= 1.
2. We will call C a -subalgebra of A if
• there is a one-to-one correspondence between the simples of C and the simples
of A;
• (C;4) is pyramidal with the order induced from the simples of A;
• for each weight i the indecomposable projective Aei occurs exactly once in the
decomposition of the projective A-module A⊗C Cei;
• %xing epimorphisms "(i) :A ⊗C Cei → (i), one has isomorphisms "(i)|Cei : 1 ⊗
Cei
→(i).
The importance of the last condition on exact Borel subalgebras can be seen from
the example A= k[x]=(x4) and B= k[x2]=(x4) ⊂ A. In this example the unique standard
objects are the algebras and induction clearly doubles the length of modules.
In the remainder of the paper, set i 4 j if and only if i6 j. The %rst sym-
bol will indicate quasi-directedness and the second will indicate a properly strati%ed
structure.
Denition 2. Let A be an algebra and 6 be a total order on the set of equivalence
classes of simple A-modules. Let B and C be subalgebras of A such that B ∩C = S is
a quasi-local subalgebra of A containing at least one representative from each isomor-
phism class of primitive idempotent, maximal in both B and C. Assume that (B;¡)
and (C;4) are pyramidal. Call (B; C) a parabolic decomposition of A provided that
the multiplication in A induces isomorphisms C ⊗S B  A as left C-modules and right
B-modules.
We have chosen this terminology to reNect the fact that the major example we know
comes from tensor induction from a parabolic subalgebra of a Lie algebra.
A quasi-hereditary algebra (A;6) can be characterized by the existence of standard
modules (i) having simple subquotients L(k) with k6 i and L(i) occurring once, and
such that the projective P(j) has a standard Nag with sections (i) with j6 i among
which (j) occurs exactly once (see e.g. [18]). Left properly strati%ed algebras have
the same module-theoretic characterization except that the multiplicity of L(i) in (i)
may exceed one (see [7, Section 2:2] for details).
Theorem 1. (A;6) is left properly strati>ed if and only if there exist modules (i)
such that
(i) there is a surjection ’i :(i) → L(i) whose kernel has composition factors
L(j); j6 i;
(ii) P(i) surjects onto (i) and the kernel of this map has a standard @ag with
sections (j); j  i.
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Proof. This theorem is a special case of [7, Section 2:2].
Corollary 1. Let (A;6) be an algebra. Then (A;6) is quasi-directed if and only if
(A;6) is left properly strati>ed with projective standard modules.
Proof. If (A;6) is left properly strati%ed with projective standard modules then (A;6)
is quasi-directed by de%nition. Now assume that (A;6) is quasi-directed. De%ne (i)=
P(i). Condition (ii) is trivial and condition (i) follows by directedness.
One can clearly obtain the notion of right properly strati%ed algebras by requiring
right projectivity of the stratifying ideals. Then the dual version of Theorem 1 will
look as follows.
Corollary 2. (A;6) is right properly strati>ed if and only if there exists a choice of
costandard modules ∇(i) such that
(i) there is an injection ’i :L(i) → ∇(i) whose cokernel has composition factors
L(j); j6 i;
(ii) ∇(i) injects into I(i) and the cokernel of this map has a costandard @ag with
sections∇(j); j  i.
Corollary 3. (A;6) is properly strati>ed if and only if there exists a choice of stan-
dard modules (i) and costandard modules ∇(i) satisfying the necessary conditions
from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.
For properly strati%ed algebras there is an appropriate generalization of the classical
Brauer–Humphreys reciprocities obtained in [1, Theorem 2:5] for a more general sit-
uation. Here we present this result in the form which we will use later on and refer
the reader to [1, Theorem 2:5] for more details. As usual, [M :(i)] (resp. [M :∇(i)])
denotes the number of occurrences of (i) (resp. ∇(i)) in a standard (resp. costandard)
Nag of M , should it exist. Similarly, for a simple L, [M :L] means the corresponding
composition multiplicity.
Theorem 2. Let (A;6) be a properly strati>ed algebra. Then for any pair of weights
i and j we have
dimk(End((j)))[P(i) :(j)]= [∇(j) :L(i)];
dimk(End(∇(j)))[I(i) : ∇(j)]= [(j) :L(i)]:
Proof. Although this is a partial case of [1, Theorem 2:5], it is formulated in a slightly
diKerent form, so we give a short proof.
By duality it is suOcient to prove the %rst. By induction it is suOcient to prove
it for maximal j= n. In this case P(i)=Aei, P(n)=(n)=Aen and I(n)=∇(n). Set
l= [P(i) :(n)]. It is easy to see that the last is equal to
l=
dimk HomA(P(n); P(i))
dimk EndA(P(n))
;
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that is Aei∩AenA=(Aen)l. So, it remains to show that dimk HomA(P(n); P(i))= [I(n) :
L(i)]. Passing to the opposite algebra we have
dimk HomA(P(n); P(i)) = dimk(enAei)= dimk(eiAopen)
= dimk HomA(Aopei; Aopen)= [Aopen :L(i)]= [I(n) :L(i)]:
In particular, one has the following corollary:
Corollary 4. Assume that A is properly strati>ed and has a duality (i.e. a contravari-
ant exact equivalence on the category of A-modules which preserves simples). Then
dimk(End((j)))[P(i) :(j)]= [(j) :L(i)]:
3. Pyramidal algebras as properly stratied algebras
In the theory of quasi-hereditary algebras we see that an algebra, (A;6), is directed
(that is Ext(L; L′) =0 implies L L′) if and only if it is quasi-hereditary with projec-
tive standard modules. We have already seen (Corollary 1) that the same relationship
holds between quasi-directed and left properly strati%ed algebras. In this section, we
examine pyramidal algebras; in fact, we prove that all pyramidal algebras are properly
strati%ed.
Lemma 3. Let (B;4) be a quasi-directed algebra. Then the maximal quasi-local sub-
algebra S of B is isomorphic to
⊕
ieiBei.
Proof. Clearly, S ′=
⊕
ieiBei is a subalgebra of B. Because of the directedness of B no
endomorphisms of Bei can factor through a non-isomorphic projective, so each eiBei
is local, and hence S ′ is quasi-local. Now let P be an indecomposable summand of S.
Then P equals Sei is local and so eiSei = Sei is a subalgebra of eiBei. Hence S ⊂ S ′.
Lemma 4. Let (B;4) be quasi-directed. Then the projectively local module K(i) is
isomorphic to Bei=N; where N is the trace of all P(j) with j 4 i.
Proof. Because of the directedness of B we have
Bei = eiBei ⊕
∑
j¡i
ejBei
as a vectorspace. For each element of ejBei there is a map for P(j) to P(i) covering it,
so
∑
j¡i ejBei ⊂ N . But [Bei :L(i)]= [eiBei :L(i)] by directedness of B. This completes
the proof.
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Proposition 1. Let (B;4) be a pyramidal algebra. Then (B;6) is properly strati>ed.
Proof. (B;6) is left properly strati%ed by Corollary 1. Now consider Bop. Then the
algebra (Bop;¡) is quasi-directed. This implies that a left projective Bop-module P(i)
has only L(j) with i6 j as composition subquotients. Since Bop is pyramidal each
P(i) has a projectively local Nag whose subquotients satisfy the same order condition.
Let S be the maximal quasi-local subalgebra of B. For Bop choose (i)= eiSopei as
the standard objects. By Lemma 4 these are the projectively local modules. Then these
standards clearly satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1, and so (Bop;6) is left
properly strati%ed. And now, by Lemma 2, (B;6) is properly strati%ed.
Thus, a pyramidal algebra (B;4) has both (B;6) and (B;¿) properly strati%ed
structures. To %nish this section we give necessary and suOcient conditions for a
quasi-directed algebra to be properly strati%ed. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let e be a primitive idempotent in a quasi-directed algebra (B;4) and X
an eAe-module. Then X ⊗eBe eB is a right B-projective if and only if a X is right
eBe-projective.
Proof. If XeBe is projective, then X is free over eBe and hence X ⊗eBe eB is right
B-projective. On the other hand, suppose X ⊗eBe eB is right B-projective. Let L be the
maximal local top of eB. X has top (Lˆ)n, where Lˆ is the unique simple eBe-module.
We have an exact sequence
0→ T ’→(eBe)n → X → 0:
Inducing to B we have
T ⊗eBe eB →(eBe)n ⊗eBe eB →X ⊗eBe eB→ 0:
Since X surjects on (Lˆ)n, we have the following chain of surjections
X ⊗eBe eB→ (Lˆ⊗eBe eB)n → (Lˆ⊗eBe L)n → Ln:
X ⊗eBe eB is projective and must contain, as a direct summand, the projective cover
(eB)n of Ln. This implies that  is an isomorphism, =0 and, last,  · e=0. But
 · e=’ :T ⊗eBe eBe → (eBe)n ⊗eBe eBe is non-zero if X is not projective. This
contradiction proves the lemma.
This lemma allows us to give the following characterization of which quasi-directed
algebras are properly strati%ed.
Proposition 2. Let (B;4) be quasi-directed. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(i) B is properly strati>ed;
(ii) the maximal quasi-local subalgebra S of B is an exact Borel subalgebra;
(iii) Be is eBe-projective for every primitive idempotent e.
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Proof. ((i) ⇔ (iii)) By [10, Statement 7] we have Be ⊗eSe eB  BeB, where e is the
maximal primitive idempotent. So BeB is right B-projective if and only if Be is right
eSe-projective (Lemma 5).
((ii)⇒ (iii)) Since B⊗S− is exact, B is a right Nat, hence right projective [11, 11:31],
S-module. Then Be is a projective S module and hence a projective eSe-module.
((iii) ⇒ (ii)) We have B ⊗S− =
⊕
iBei⊗eiSei− and hence exact since each Bei is
eiSei-projective. Now we just need to prove that this functor carries S(i)= eiSei to
B(i). Set e= ei. We have B⊗S eSe=B⊗eSe eSe=Be ⊗eSe eSe=Be=B(i).
4. Duality between exact Borel and -subalgebras
In this section we explore the left-right symmetry of properly strati%ed algebras and
their exact Borel and -subalgebras. For the remainder of the paper we will assume
that the properly strati%ed structures on exact Borel and -subalgebras are given by
the same order on the idempotents of the algebra. With this properly strati%ed structure
the fourth condition of an exact Borel subalgebra can be rephrased as: tensor induction
carries standard modules to standard modules.
Lemma 6. Let (A;6) be a properly strati>ed algebra. Then
ExtkA((i);∇(j))= 0;
unless k =0 and i= j.
Proof. Assume k ¿ 0. Let m be the maximum of i and j. Put e=
∑n
s=m+1 es and put
A′=A=AeA. Over this algebra (m) is projective and ∇(m) injective. Thus we have for
k =0 ExtkA((i);∇(j))=ExtkA′((i);∇(j))= 0 [7, 2:1:2]. If k =0; i = j then the image
of any map ’ :(i)→ ∇(j) must have L(i) as top and other composition factors L(j),
j6 i, since it is a quotient of (i). If this map is non-zero then L(i) is a composition
factor of ∇(j); that is, i¡ j. But then every submodule of ∇(j) has composition
factor L(j), which forces j¡ i.
Let (B;¡) be an exact Borel subalgebra of a properly strati%ed algebra (A;6). If
A is quasi-hereditary then the standard objects are induced from simple B-modules.
In general, this no longer holds; however, these modules ˜A(i)=A ⊗B LB(i), which
we will call proper standard modules, continue to play an important role (see also
[1–4,8,9]). In particular, (i) has a ˜(i)-Nag.
Lemma 7. Let (A;6) be a properly strati>ed algebra with an exact Borel subalgebra
B. Then
ExtkA(˜(i);∇(j))= 0;
unless k =0 and i= j.
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Proof. For k =0, ˜(i) is an image of (i) and the statement follows from Lemma 6.
Consider k =0. Let l be the maximal of i and j. Then ˜(i) and ∇(j) are modules
over A=〈ek+1; : : : ; en〉 and so (by [7, 2:1:2]) we may assume that l= n. If j= n, then
∇(j) is injective and the current lemma clearly holds. So now assume i= n and j¡ i
and consider the exact sequence
0→ N → (i)→ ˜(i)→ 0:
Apply HomA(−;∇(j)) and pass to the long exact sequence. We get Ext1A(˜(i);∇(j))=0
and Extl+1A (˜(i);∇(j))  ExtlA(N;∇(j)). The lemma now follows from standard di-
mension shift arguments.
Lemma 8. Let (B;¡) be an exact Borel subalgebra of a properly strati>ed algebra
(A;6). Then for all weights; dim EndA(A())= dim EndB(B()).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. Let n be the maximal weight. We have
dim EndX (X (n))= dimHomX (PX (n); X (n))= [X (n) :LX (n)]
for both X =A or X =B. By the last condition for an exact Borel subalgebra we have
[A(n) :LA(n)]= [B(n) :LB(n)], and the statement follows for the maximal weight.
Induction is clear.
Proposition 3. Let (A;6) be a properly strati>ed algebra and (B;¡) a pyramidal
subalgebra of A with the same poset of isoclasses of primitive idempotents. Then B
is an exact Borel subalgebra of A if and only if for each weight i restriction from A
to B induces an isomorphism ∇A(i)  ∇B(i) as B-modules.
Proof. Assume that B is an exact Borel subalgebra of A. We compare the dimensions
of ∇A(i) and ∇B(i). Using Theorem 2 we have
dimk∇X (i)=
∑
j
dimkLX (j)[∇X (i) :LX (j)] (1)
=
∑
j
dim End(X (i))dimk LX (j)[PX (j) :X (i)] (2)
= dim End(X (i))[X :X (i)] (3)
for both X =A and B. By the exactness of induction, [A :A(i)]= [B :B(i)]. By
Lemma 8, dim End(A(i))= dim End(B(i)) and so dimk∇A(i)= dimk∇B(i).
From Lemma 7 it follows that the functor HomA(−;∇A(j)) is exact on A-modules
having a proper standard Nag. Thus HomB(−;∇A(j)) is exact on the category of
B-modules. So ∇A(j) containing ∇B(j) is an injective B-module. The previous di-
mension count says that they are, in fact, equal.
Now assume that for each weight i, restriction from A to B induces an isomorphism
∇A(i)  ∇B(i) as B-modules. Since (B;¡) is pyramidal, (B;6) is properly strati%ed
by Lemma 1 with injective costandard modules (Corollaries 1 and 3). We want to
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prove that A is right projective over B implying A⊗B− is exact. The right standard
modules for A (and both right standard and projective over B) are ∇A(i)∗, so, as a right
projective A-module, A has a ∇A(i)∗-Nag, the last being a direct sum decomposition
over B.
We are %nished when we show that A⊗B− sends projectively local B-modules
to standard A-modules. Let K(i) be a projectively local B-module corresponding to
the weight i. First we show dimk(A ⊗B K(i))= dimkA(i). We have d:=dimk(A ⊗B
K(i))= dimk(HomB(K(i); A∗))∗. Since A is a right projective B-module, A∗ is left in-
jective and as such decomposes into a direct sum of injective B-modules, ∇B(i). On
each summand we have
dimk HomB(K(i);∇B(j))=
{
0; i = j;
dimk EndB(K(i)); i= j;
this follows from the fact that ∇B(i)= (eiB)∗ implies [∇B(i) :LB(i)]= [K(i) :LB(i)].
Now dim EndB(K(i))= [K(i) :L(i)] because K(i) is projective in the category of B-
modules %ltered by LB(i). Thus d equals dimk EndB(K(i)) · [A∗ : ∇B(i)]= dimk
EndB(K(i)) · [A∗ : ∇A(i)]. Further, dimk EndA(∇A(i))= dimk EndAop (Aop (i))= dimk
EndBop (K(i)∗)= dimk EndB(K(i)) by Lemma 8. Applying Brauer–Humphreys reci-
procity we get
d=dimk EndB(K(i)) · [A∗ : ∇A(i)] (4)
=
∑
j
dimk EndA(∇A(i)) · [IA(j) : ∇A(i)] ·multA∗(IA(j)) (5)
=
∑
j
[A(i) :LA(j)] ·multA(PA(j))= dimk (A(i)): (6)
From the quasi-directedness of B and adjunction we have that A⊗BPB(i) has PA(i) as
a direct summand exactly once and all other direct summands (if any) are of the form
PA(j); j ¿ i. So, for the largest weight we have A(n)= PA(n)= A⊗B PB(n)=A⊗B
K(n). Now we proceed by induction. We have an exact sequence:
0→ V → PB(i)→ K(i)→ 0
with V %ltered by K(j); j ¿ i, because B(j)=K(j). By exactness of A⊗B− we obtain
0→ A⊗B V → A⊗B PB(i)→ A⊗B K(i)→ 0;
and by the inductive hypothesis, A ⊗B V is %ltered by A(j) with j¿ i. Now, since
PA(i) occurs as a summand of A ⊗B PB(i), there is a surjection of A ⊗B PB(i) onto
A(i) and the kernel V ′ is the the sum of the images of all possible maps from PA(j)
for j¿ i. Hence V ⊂ V ′ and so A ⊗B K(i) surjects onto A(i) and the isomorphism
follows from the dimension count.
Corollary 5. B is an exact Borel subalgebra of a properly strati>ed algebra (A;6)
if and only if Bop is a -subalgebra of (Aop;6).
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Proof. Follows from Proposition 3, its proof, the duality of the conditions for a
-subalgebra, and the equivalent conditions for an exact Borel subalgebra.
5. Properly stratied structure of algebras with parabolic decomposition
In this section we prove a theorem relating parabolic decomposition to properly
strati%ed algebras. It generalizes the corresponding result for quasi-hereditary algebras
[20, Theorem 4:1]. The proof closely follows the ideas of the proof there.
Theorem 3. Let A be a >nite-dimensional algebra and 6 be a total order on the
set of isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. Assume that (B;¡) and (C;4) are
pyramidal basic subalgebras whose intersection B∩C = S is the maximal quasi-local
subalgebra of both B and C. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The algebra A is properly strati>ed with an exact Borel subalgebra B and a
-subalgebra C.
(ii) (B; C) is a parabolic decomposition of A.
Proof. Assume we have listed the idempotents in A (and hence in B and C) with
respect to the natural total order.
((i)⇒ (ii)) We proceed by induction on the number of direct summands in S (the
number of weights). If S is local, then A=B=C = S and we are done. Assume S
is not local and e= en is the maximal primitive idempotent in A. Since A is properly
strati%ed, AeA is a properly stratifying ideal and hence is projective as left A-module.
In particular, by [10, Statement 7], we have that the multiplication in A induces a
bijection
Ae ⊗eAe eA→ AeA:
We also have eAe= eSe, since e is the maximal primitive idempotent. We have the
identi%cations
A(n)  C(n)  Ce
by the de%nition of -subalgebra and Corollary 1, and
∇A(n)∗  ∇B(n)∗  eB
by dual arguments (Corollary 5). We get a bijection
Ce ⊗eSe eB  Ae ⊗eAe eA  AeA;
compatible with left C and right B multiplication. Continuing by induction (see argu-
ments in [20, Theorem 4:1]) we see that the k-dimensions of both sides of
C ⊗S B→ A
are equal and we are done.
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((ii)⇒ (i)) Let e= en be the maximal primitive idempotent. We wish to show that
AeA is properly stratifying. Since B and C are quasi-directed, we have eC = eCe= eSe
and Be= eBe= eSe are projectively local modules. First we show that eSe= eAe (this
says EndA(A(n))  EndC(C(n))). We have
eAe  eC ⊗S Be  eSe ⊗S eSe  eSe ⊗eSe eSe  eSe:
Analogously,
Ae  C ⊗S Be  C ⊗S eSe  C ⊗eSe eSe  Ce
and
eA  eC ⊗S B  eSe ⊗S B  eSe ⊗eSe B  eB:
Now, since B and C are pyramidal, they are projective over S both as left and right
modules. So Ae=Ce (resp. eB= eA) is a right (resp. left) projective eSe-module. Thus
they are free over eSe and so Ae⊗eSe eA is projective as left and right A-module. The
theorem now follows from standard induction.
6. Construction of algebras with given parabolic decomposition
In this section we give a general construction of a properly strati%ed algebra having
given exact Borel and -subalgebras. The central theorem allows us to construct a
properly strati%ed algebra as an extension of a properly strati%ed algebra by a pyrami-
dal algebra. If the properly strati%ed algebra has a parabolic decomposition, then the
extension will as well.
To state the theorem we assume the following set-up: If we are given a semi-local
algebra S an S-algebra will mean an algebra TS(M)=I , where M is an S-bimodule,
%nite-dimensional over k. Let (A;6) be a basic properly strati%ed algebra with an
exact Borel subalgebra B. Let (D;4) be a basic pyramidal algebra. Assume that B
and D have isomorphic maximal quasi-local subalgebras S (in particular, they have the
same set of idempotents). To %x notation, then A  TS(MA)=IA, B  TS(MB)=IB and
D  TS(MD)=ID. Let A′=TS(MA ⊕MD)=(IA + ID + 〈a⊗S d | a∈MA; d∈MD〉).
Theorem 4. Let A; B; D and A′ be de>ned as above. A′ is properly strati>ed and
isomorphic to D ⊗S A as left D-module and right A-module. B is an exact Borel
subalgebra of A′ via the embedding b → 1 ⊗ b. If C  TS(MC) is a -subalgebra
of A containing S; then A′ has a -subalgebra C′  TS(MC ⊕MD)=(IC + ID + 〈c ⊗S
d | c∈MC; d∈MD〉). Last; C′  D ⊗S C as left D-module and right C-module.
Proof. By construction, we have appropriate module isomorphisms: A′  D⊗S A (and
when relevant C′  D⊗S C). Let e be the maximal primitive idempotent. Then e= e⊗S
e (= 1⊗S e). So, J =A′eA′=D⊗S C · e⊗S e ·D⊗S C =D⊗S AeA. Since D (resp. AeA)
is a two-sided projective D (resp. A)-module, J is a two-sided projective A′-module
and A′ is properly strati%ed by induction.
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We prove B is an exact Borel subalgebra of A′. To begin, D ⊗S A⊗B− is ex-
act, since A⊗B− is exact and D is pyramidal and hence Nat over S. By induc-
tion, D ⊗S A⊗B− sends standard B-modules to standard A′-modules. Indeed, let e be
the maximal primitive idempotent. D ⊗S A ⊗B Be  D ⊗S Ae  (D ⊗S A)(1 ⊗S e),
which is A′-standard. It remains to show that [A′ ⊗B LB(i) :LA′(i)]= 1. Now A′ ⊗B
LB(i)=D ⊗S A ⊗B LB(i). Since B is an exact Borel subalgebra of A, we have [A ⊗B
LB(i) :LA(i)]= 1 and [A ⊗B LB(i) :LA(j)] =0 implies j6 i. We are done, if we show
[D ⊗S LA(j) :LA′(j)]= 1 and [D ⊗S LA(j) :LA′(k)] =0 implies k6 j, for this would
clearly imply that [A′ ⊗B LB(i) :LA′(i)]= 1. But D ⊗S LA(j) 
∑
k6j ekDej ⊗S LA(j)
and [
∑
k6j ekDej⊗S LA(j) :LS(m)] =0, m6 j and so [D⊗S LA(j) :LA′(k)] =0 implies
k6 j. Further, [
∑
k6j ekDej⊗S LA(j) :LS(j)]= 1 implies [D⊗S LA(j) :LA′(j)]= 1. The
remaining statements follow arguments already seen.
Corollary 6. When C =A we have that A′  C ⊗S B is a parabolic decomposition.
7. Parabolic decomposition of properly stratied algebras attached to blocks of
O(P; )
We have mentioned that our motivation stems from the representation theory of
complex Lie algebras and algebraic groups. In this section we give a parabolic de-
composition for algebras arising from generalizations of classical category O. We will
work with properly strati%ed algebras whose module category is equivalent to a block
of the category O(P; ), studied in [14]. Let us give an overview of the set-up.
Let A denote the Lie algebra sl(2;C) with a %xed root basis e=X, f=X−,
h=H, where  is the root of A. For any ∈C and ∈C=2Z there is a unique weight
A-module V (; ) satisfying the following conditions [16]:
1.  is the support of V (; ) and all weight spaces of V (; ) are one-dimensional,
2.  is the unique eigenvalue of the Casimir operator, c=(h+ 1)2 + 4fe, on V (; ),
3. V (; ) is admissible, i.e. f acts bijectively.
Let ˜= ˜(V (; )) denote the full subcategory of A-modules having as objects all
admissible submodules and quotients of modules of the form V (; )⊗ F , as F varies
over all %nite-dimensional A-modules. It has been shown [14, Section 2] that ˜ is an
abelian category.
Now let G be a complex simple %nite-dimensional Lie algebra and P a parabolic
subalgebra of G such that P has Levi factor A ⊕ hA (A as above) and nilpotent
radical N. Construct the full subcategory =(V (; )) of the category of A˜=A ⊕
hA-modules satisfying:
1. any M ∈ belongs to ˜, when viewed as an A-module,
2. any M ∈ is hA-diagonalizable,
3. for any M ∈ and any hA-diagonalizable %nite-dimensional A˜-module F the module
M ⊗ F decomposes into a direct sum of indecomposable modules from .
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De%ne O(P; ) to be the full subcategory of the category of G-modules whose objects
are %nitely generated and N-%nite G-modules that decompose into a direct sum of
modules from  when viewed as A˜-modules. By [13, Section 4], O(P; ) has a block
decomposition (with %nitely many simples in each block) and, by [13, Section 10],
this decomposition can be chosen such that each block is equivalent to the module
category over a left properly strati%ed %nite-dimensional algebra. By [13, Section 12],
O(P; ) has a duality (see Corollary 4). Thus by Corollary 2, these algebras are also
right properly strati%ed and hence properly strati%ed. The main result of this section is
the following.
Theorem 5. For every block of O(P; ) there is an algebra A; with parabolic decom-
position; whose module category is equivalent to this block.
We will prove this by explicit construction of A and its exact Borel and -subalgebras.
We require more terminology. For the rest of the section we %x a block Oi of O(P; )
assumed to have %nitely many simples.
Let Q+ be the set of positive roots of G. P uniquely identi%es a copy of A in G.
Assume that the root  of A is contained in Q+. A weight  of a weight G-module V
will be called an -highest weight provided that  +  is not a weight of V for any
∈Q+ \ {}. For a weight  and a weight G-module V set V [] =
⊕
k∈ZV+k, which
is closed under the action of A.
It is known that indecomposable modules from  have the form V (a; b) or V˜ (a; b),
the second being a self-extension of V (a; b) (see [13, Section 10]). For simple V ∈
denote by Vˆ its projective cover (in ); this is either V itself or its self-extension.
Given M ∈Oi, a weight  and a b∈C set
M;b= {v∈M | there exists k ∈N such that (c− b)kv=0}:
Since, as an A′-module, M decomposes into a direct sum of objects from , one has
that M;b= {v∈M | (c − b)2v=0}. For a simple module L∈Oi denote its -highest
weight by L. Then L[L]  V (aL; bL) for some aL and bL. Put VL=V (aL; bL).
Lemma 9. Let L be a simple module in Oi. There exists a projective module PL such
that HomG(PL;M)  ML;bL for any M ∈Oi.
Proof. Set =L, a=aL and b=bL. We can pick k∈N big enough such that NkM=0
for any M∈Oi and consider the G-module
Pˆ
L
=U (G)
⊗
U (P)((U (N)=(U (N)N
k))⊗ Vˆ L):
Now we can take PL to be the Oi-projection of Pˆ
L
. That HomG(PL;M)  M;b for
any M ∈Oi is identical to the classical argument in [5, Theorem 2].
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Since the -highest weight of L is unique up to shifts by ; PL is independent of
the choice of this -highest weight. Now we take
A=EndG

 ⊕
L simple in Oi
PL

 :
Clearly, the category of A-modules is equivalent to Oi.
Let G=N−⊕H⊕N+ be the standard triangular decomposition of G and N− be the
image of N under the Chevalley involution. Consider an A′-submodule VL=1 ⊗ Vˆ L
in PL and set ML=U (N−)VL. Let (L) denote the standard module associated with
L [13, Section 3]. We have (L)  U (G)⊗U (P) Vˆ L.
For any simple L∈Oi %x the canonical generator p(L)= 1⊗ v of PL, where v is a
canonical generator of Vˆ L; then the map ’ → ’(p(L)) is a C-isomorphism between
HomG(PL;M) and ML;bL for any M ∈Oi.
Lemma 10. Any surjection PL → (L) induces an U (N−)-isomorphism ML → (L).
Proof. Let ’ :PL → (L) be a surjection. It carries p(L) to a generator of (L)
and hence it induces an X−-isomorphism ML[L] → (L)[L]. Now the statement
follows from the facts that U (N−)=U (N−) ⊗C U (X−) and both ML and (L) are
U (N−)-free [17, Proposition 1].
Lemma 11. ML is an A′-module.
Proof. Follows from the construction of PL and the de%nition of ML.
Lemma 12. Assume that ’ :PLj → PLk is a homomorphism and ’(p(Lj))∈MLk . Then
’(MLj) ⊂ MLk .
Proof. By de%nition, p(Lj) generates VLj asA′-module. Since ’ is anA′-homomorphism,
Lemma 11 says that ’(VLj) ⊂ MLk and the statement follows from the fact that
MLj =U (N−)V
Lj and the fact that MLk is stable under left U (N−)-multiplication.
Proof of Theorem 5. First we prove the existence of a -subalgebra in A. Denote by
I an indexing poset of simple modules in Oi. Put
C =
⊕
j; k∈I
{’∈HomG(PLj ; PLk ) |’(p(Lj))∈MLk}:
C ⊂ A is a vectorspace, which is a subalgebra by Lemma 12. By Lemma 10, C has
trivial intersection with the kernel of the projection A → ⊕j∈I A(i). Clearly, C is
quasi-directed and contains a maximal quasi-local subalgebra which is isomorphic to⊕
j∈I End((j)). Now, we have to prove that the vectorspace Cej is large enough,
i.e. dimC(Cej)= dimC(A(j)). Let t=dimC(A(j)). By the de%nition of A and by
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Lemma 9, we have
t =
∑
k∈I
dimC(HomG(PLk ; (Lj)))=
∑
k∈I
dimC((Lj)Lk ;bLk )
=
∑
k∈I
dimC((MLj)Lk ;bLk )=
∑
k∈I
dimC(ekCej)= dimCCej:
So, we have only to show that C is pyramidal. The maximal quasi-local subalgebra
of C is
S =
⊕
j∈I
{’∈HomG(PLj ; PLj) |’(p(Lj))∈MLj}:
We will show that C is right S-projective. Left projectivity can be proved analogously.
In fact, we will show that for any j; k ∈ I
ejCek = {’∈HomG(PLj ; PLk ) |’(p(Lj))∈MLk}
is a free right ekSek -module. Recall that MLk maps bijectively onto (Lk) for any
surjection from PLk to (Lk). Let MP(VLk ) be the generalized Verma module associated
with Lk [13, Section 2]. It follows from the description of  that either MP(VLk ) 
(Lk) or (Lk) is a self-extension of MP(VLk ). Let M
k denote a vectorsubspace of MLk
that maps bijectively on MP(VLk ) under any composition P
Lk → (Lk) → MP(VLk ).
Such an Mk clearly exists. Now an ekSek basis of ejCek is given by any linear basis
of the vectorspace of all maps ’∈HomG(PLj ; PLk ) such that ’(p(Lj))∈Mk . Hence,
ejCek is ekSek -free.
Since A has a -subalgebra and there is a duality on Oi [13, Section 12], one has
that A has an exact Borel subalgebra; the statement follows.
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